
Recently, the MMO martial arts Gaowen mobile game "Tianlong Eight Parts 2", developed by 

Perfect International Games' equity holding company Yuelong Zhiyu and authorized by Jin 

Yong, has officially opened for booking, and the realistic style of the game also adds to 

the martial arts flavor of the entire Jianghu.

 

 

As an ancient capital of the Thirteen Dynasties, many literati and literati have depicted 

the unforgettable spring scenery of Luoyang, whether it is "the flowers of Luoyang in March 

are like brocade" or "whose jade flute flies silently, scattering into the spring breeze and

filling the city", all depicting the beautiful spring scenery of Luoyang.

 

 

As an important landmark in the original work of "Tian Long Ba Bu", the mobile game "Tian 

Long Ba Bu 2" authorized by Jin Yong's legitimate edition also delicately restores the 

spring scenery of Luoyang City, allowing players to truly feel the beauty of Luoyang full of

flowers.

 

 

And the other main city, Dali, as the birthplace of the Duan family, has also been restored 

to its original state in the game. In addition to classic scenes such as Xiaguan Wind, 

Shangguan Flower, Cangshan Snow, and Erhai Moon, the residence of the Southern King in Dali 

Town has also been restored in a grand manner.

 

 

 

To build this real world, the mobile game "Tianlong Ba Bu 2" introduces next-generation 

engine technology, allowing players to immerse themselves in the drizzle and wind, as well 

as the agility of plants and plants in the world. It restores the people, objects, scenery, 

and light in the martial arts world to the fullest, whether it is the prosperity and majesty

of Luoyang in the Central Plains or the beauty of Gusu in the Jiangnan Water Town, making 

the world's scenery vivid and vivid.

 

 

 

In addition to more realistic visuals and a more realistic style, the characters and plot in

the mobile game "Tian Long Ba Bu 2" follow the original work and are restored one by one. 

Players will experience the desolate and brave Qiao Feng's solo adventure in Ju Xian Zhuang 

and the passionate and passionate three brothers' battle against Shao Shi Shan in the game.

 



 

 

In addition to the original martial arts world, there is also a more mysterious martial arts

world waiting for players to explore in the mobile game "Tianlong Ba Bu 2". In this larger 

world, players can not only stand side by side with heroes like Qiao Feng, but also invent 

their own path to the world. It is a generation of great heroes who punish the strong and 

support the weak, a mountain expert who lives in seclusion, and still a generation of 

renowned masters who rely on every subtle choice made by players in the game.

 

 

 

The mobile game "Tianlong Eight Parts 2" has officially opened for booking, and we sincerely

invite all heroes to visit Tianlong together.


